
Telent understands how vital it is to remain at the top of your industry while protecting 
your company and brand from cyber threats.  Simultaneously, organisations must 
deal with regulatory and compliance requirements (such as GDPR) and government 
directives. In 2017 alone businesses lost an estimated £20bn as a result of cyber 
breaches1. Telent delivers a pro-active approach to cyber security and supports 
companies from Public Safety to Defence, Transport to Service Provider and 
Enterprise to Public Sector, keeping them and their customers cyber-safe.

0800 783 7761 talktotelent@telent.com www.telent.com @telent_UK linkedin.com/company/telent

Data Sheet: Cyber Security Services

About Telent Cyber Security
Telent’s Cyber Security offering is a comprehensive suite of 
services that ensure your business is ready for, and 
protected against, cyber-attacks. We help to develop a 
cyber-secure culture within your organisation and give you 
the peace of mind to focus on your core business, knowing 
your systems and infrastructure are secure.

Telent is a trusted partner, providing tailor-made auditing 
and penetration testing across your assets and employees. 
Our device-to-data-centre approach covers every 
environment within your business, using Telent’s certified 
and security-cleared auditors, security and technical 
experts to help you understand your business’s security 
position. 

Our experts work in partnership with you to understand your 
business objectives and incorporate your security needs into 
your business plans, implementing your security strategy 
in line with your objectives and brand values.  We work with 
you continuously to update, maintain and safeguard your 
company’s security as your business evolves. 

Telent also provides accreditation preparation and 
compliance readiness for ISO27001, Cyber Essentials, NIS 
Directive, PSN, GDPR and CAS(T) to help you get the 
appropriate certifications for your business and industry 
sector. We are your virtual cyber security team, providing 
professional advice and consultation to keep your business 
running securely every day of the year.

Cyber Security Services
Cyber crime costs businesses millions of pounds 
each year. It puts lives at risk when mission-critical 
networks are attacked. Telent are here to help. We 
specialise in technology and technical services to 
support critical national infrastructure for the UK 
and Ireland’s most demanding organisations. 

1. https://www.information-age.com/businesses-20bn-data-breaches-last-year-123470278/



Summary
Telent is a strong partner with the critical experience 
required to keep your business and brand secure. Our 
device-to-data-centre approach ensures that your 
company is not only protected against cyber criminals, but 
is proactively monitoring systems and procedures to 
prevent cyber breaches. With services from auditing and 
penetration testing, to consultancy and compliance 
management, Telent's qualified, security-cleared experts 
help your business operate and grow securely. In addition, 
our team can help you to reach accreditation readiness and 
obtain relevant certification that can open the marketplace 
to new clients with mandatory accreditation stipulations. We 
understand your cyber security challenges and we are ready 
to help you conquer them.
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Service Features Benefits of Telent's Service
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• Our experts assess your cyber risk exposure, conduct
a governance and technical security audit and a
vulnerability assessment including:
• Policy and processes • Cyber governance
• Physical Security • Critical Infrastructure
• Network • Wireless Scan
• Assets • External Services

• Gives an expert view of current cyber vulnerabilities
within your network and systems

• Policy and procedure reviews summarise the
effectiveness of current policies within the business

• Cyber Health Check gives full insight into how to
transform your cyber security stance
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• Our experts identify security vulnerabilities by using
automated and manual methods to simulate attacks

• Penetration testing services include:
• External Pen Test • Internal Pen Test
• Web application Pen test •  Build review
• Application Pen test

• Gain real-world insight into your vulnerabilities
• Understand internal and external threats to

your business
• On hand cyber experts to remediate critical

vulnerabilities
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• We work with you to understand your cyber security
objectives and create a cyber strategy

• We provide advice for security design and planning of:
• Enterprise-wide networks •  Technology
• Infrastructure • Middleware
• Platforms and applications

• We work with you to design and implement processes to
better prepare for cyber-attacks

• Reduces risk of reputational damage that impacts on
your company’s position

• Decreases risk of fines from loss or leakage of customer
information

• Cyber security culture development makes all
employees responsible for keeping the business
cyber safe
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• We audit your systems and processes to provide a
thorough gap analysis

• Industry and regulatory compliance with:
• ISO27001 • PSN
• Cyber Essentials • GDPR
• NIS Directive • CAS(T)
• NCSC 10 steps to Cyber Security

• A formal report is generated with an action plan to
achieve compliance readiness

• Accompany you during external audits

• Enables you to win more business where Cyber Security
accreditation is a customer requirement

• Accreditations are evidence of excellence, supporting
your company’s reputation and future business

• Cyber accreditation reduces the cost of business and
cyber security insurance
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t • As your Cyber Security Partner we continue to re-test,

re-audit and work with you providing a fully managed
cyber service

• As the level of risk continues to evolve, and cyber-crimes
mature, we continue to improve your cyber security
protection

• Our strong, stable partnership provides you with a single
point of contact for all your cyber security needs

• We understand your business and help you create and
achieve your cyber objectives

• We keep your organisation cyber-secure for as long as
you need us, using experienced industry experts


